Report on HIWeatther works
shop, 2 - 4 June
J
2014
A worksshop was held from 2 – 4 June 20
014 to develop the Implementation
n Plan of the
e
propose
ed WMO/W
WWRP High Impact We
eather projecct (HIWeath
her). Speciffically, the aim
a was
to (a) re
eview the de
efinitions off the hazard
ds that the project
p
will focus
f
aroun
nd; (b) to develop
materia
al that will fo
orm the basis for a rewrite of sectio
ons 3 & 4 of
o the implem
mentation plan,
p
describing the rese
earch and cross-cutting
c
g themes, th
heir objectiv
ves and the
e activities th
hat will
deliver them; (c) to
o make reco
ommendatio
ons on aspe
ects of gove
ernance, fun
nding, timesscale
etc..
The wo
orkshop wass hosted by NOAA at itts headquarrters in Silve
er Spring, USA.
U
Local
arrange
ements were
e organised
d by Ms Ren
nee Tatusko
o. The succcess of the meeting ow
wes
much to
o her excellent arrange
ements and her flexibiliity in respon
nding to cha
anges in the
e
schedule. The worrkshop was attended by about 40 people. The
e co-chairs are gratefu
ul to
WMO fo
or funding or
o part-funding the atte
endance of ten
t of these
e.

HIWea
ather Worksh
hop at NOAA, Silver Sprin
ng, USA, 2-4 J
June 2014 (co
ourtesy of Te
etsuo Nakazaw
wa)

The stru
ucture of the workshop
p was designed to have
e presentations for much of the firrst day,
which sset the stage
e for the bre
eak-out sesssions on the second and
a third dayys to identiffy the
scientifiic challenge
es faced by the project and articulate a strate
egic approacch to prioritize
activitie
es that will ensure
e
the project
p
is su
uccessful in its mission. This was a very heavvy
agenda
a for those present,
p
and
d the successful achievvement of th
he worksho
op objectives is
testame
ent to the ha
ard work pu
ut in by all of
o those pressent.
The following is a brief
b
summa
ary of the content of th
he meeting. The outcom
mes of the
discusssions will ap
ppear: first, in a revised
d project exe
ecutive sum
mmary to be
e made available to
delegattes at the WMO
W
Executive Council in June 20
014 when th
he project iss considered
d for
approva
al; and, seccond, in the revised HIW
Weather Implementatio
on Plan, wh
hich will be
circulate
ed to worksshop particip
pants and other
o
memb
bers of the HIWeather
H
T
Task
Team for
comme
ent and revission during August 201
14 and pressented to the
e WWRP SSC
S
in Nove
ember
2014.

Day 1
Welcom
me by Laura
a Furgione, Deputy Dire
ector, NOA
AA / NWS & U.S. Perma
anent
Representative to WMO; and Tetsuo Nakkazawa, WM
MO, Chief WWRP
W
Overvie
ew of HIWea
ather and Aims
A
of the Workshop
W
b Sarah Jo
by
ones (DWD, Germany)), chair
of the p
project task team, base
ed on the co
oncept desccribed in the
e draft Imple
ementation Plan.

HIWeath
her concept, representing
g the overarch
hing relations
ship with end
d users, the five selected hazards,
the five research pillars and the eigh
ht cross-cuttin
ng activities

Presenttation on the role of US
SAID in prov
viding assisstance to International HydroMeteoro
ological Dis
sasters by Sezin
S
Tokarr of USAID. In relation to
t HIWeather, she partticularly
mention
ned the nee
ed for the avvailability off advance in
nformation to
t enable prreparednesss of
externa
al assistance
e and the im
mportance of
o engagem
ment with the
e local weatther service
e and
emerge
ency respon
nse commun
nities.
Presenttation on the US Weather Ready Nation (WR
RN) Initiative
e by Chris Strager
S
(NW
WS, US).
He gave
e some bacckground to
o events tha
at led to the initiation off WRN and introduced some
of the a
activities beiing undertaken, particu
ularly in its communica
c
ations, outre
each and
partnersships aspeccts. The WR
RN Initiative
e maps extrremely well to the objecctives of
HIWeatther and pro
ovides a valuable bluep
print for som
me of the ac
ctivities thatt could be
underta
aken on an internationa
al scale. It was
w evidentt that HIWea
ather would
d benefit gre
eatly if it
could be linked witth WRN in some
s
way.
Overvie
ew of the fiv
ve hazard areas on which the HIW
Weather projject will focu
us, by Brian
n
Golding
g (WMO con
nsultant, Me
et Office, UK). Followin
ng a brief introduction illustrating
i
t
the

relation between the needs of end users managing weather impacts and the outputs of
weather forecasts, Brian went on to summarize aspects of the hazards developed in earlier
discussions of the task team. For each hazard-- urban flood; wildfire; extreme local wind;
disruptive winter weather; urban heat & air quality -- he described the impact chain from
weather, through physical hazard to human impacts and ultimately to mortality, morbidity,
damage and disruption and identified actions that could be taken by emergency managers to
reduce these impacts at various lead times. Discussion focused around the reasons for
omitting some hazards and, in particular, the coupling of heat and air quality, and exclusion
of cold. This was picked up again in the final plenary, with the conclusion that the heat and
air quality hazard should be more specifically focused on tropical megacities.
Five presentations identified key areas requiring progress in each of the five research pillars:
predictability & processes (George Craig, University of Munich, Germany); multi-scale
forecasting (Sharan Majumbar, RSMAS, USA); vulnerability & risk (Brian Mills, Environment
Canada); evaluation (Beth Ebert, Bureau of Meteorology, Australia); communication
(Rebecca Morss, NCAR, USA). Each presentation was followed by discussion.
The day ended with a group break-out session to review these presentations and to identify
the key research challenges of each research theme. Brief summaries of the conclusions of
each group were then fed back to plenary to ensure consistency in subsequent discussions.
Day 2
The day consisted of three extended break-out sessions in the groups established on day 1,
each followed by a brief summary of conclusions to plenary. The purpose of these groups
was to gradually build up the definition of the proposed research from the challenges
identified on day 1 to a well-defined programme of research that could be supported by
research funders and WMO.
The first set of discussions focused on the specific research activities that would enable
each challenge to be addressed. Whereas there were large groups able to work on this for
the predictability and processes theme and for the multi-scale forecasting theme, there were
only about ten people overall with expertise in the other three themes. Bearing in mind, also,
the commonalities between these themes, they opted to work together. The results of these
first discussions reflected the difficulties found in previous offline attempts to define
programmes of activities for this project. The nature of the activities and level of detail varied
substantially among the themes making it difficult to identify the role that international
collaboration might play.
In the second set of discussions, the initial set of activities was reviewed and prioritized,
bearing in mind the benefits that would arise and the cost and feasibility of the proposed
work. The groups were specifically asked to consider what support would be needed from a
HIWeather trust fund to facilitate this work. Groups were also asked to ensure that their
proposals were comprehensive, including anything from the original presentations that
remained relevant. Themes 3,4 & 5 again opted to work together. Feedback from these
discussions showed a more credible and evenly matched set of activities across the board.
In the third set of discussions, the groups took the activity plans already developed and
looked at their relationship to the other research pillars and to the cross-cutting activities.
Each of the five groups worked independently in this session in order to ensure that the

material fed back to the implementation plan was sufficiently well defined for each. Feedback
covered both the updated activity plans for the research pillars and the contributions to the
cross-cutting activities.
Day 3
Following a brief period for groups to finalise their presentations, the morning was spent on
detailed discussions of the activities identified by each of the groups. Material from these
presentations, together with a record of the discussions captured by rapporteurs, will form
the primary input for revision of the Implementation Plan. The co-chairs are very grateful to
the chairs and rapporteurs of the break-out groups and to the rapporteurs of these final
plenaries for their care in recording the discussions. In discussion, it was clear that very
substantial progress had been made in day 2, with credible activity plans now achieved for
each of the five themes.
Discussion of the cross-cutting themes identified that, while some would have distinct
activities, others were defined entirely by activities sitting in the research pillars.
Management of these relationships was identified as a problem that would need attention. It
was suggested that removing the implicitly defined cross-cutting themes from the plan might
be a useful simplification. However, it was concluded that their continued presence in the
structure would help to ensure that relationships across themes were properly managed.
The final plenary discussions covered areas of governance and funding. The workshop
supported a governance structure consisting of a small Steering Group consisting of cochairs for the physical and social sciences and representatives of the five research pillars.
This steering group would report to WMO. Strategic guidance from the stakeholder
community would be provided by an advisory board. Each research pillar would be managed
by a task team, consisting of leads for each activity, chaired by the steering group
representative. A variety of potential sources of research funding were discussed, and the
requirements on the project trust fund were identified.
Following the workshop, the main findings will be incorporated into material to be presented
to a “side-meeting” at the WMO Executive Council (EC) on 25th June. The EC agenda
includes a recommendation to approve the project and set up a trust fund. Following this, the
draft Implementation Plan will be revised a circulated to the Task Team and workshop
participants for comment at the end of July. Final revisions will be incorporated during
September producing a definitive version for submission to the WWRP Scientific Steering
Committee in November.
The workshop closed with thanks for the contribution of all those present and to those
involved in its organization.

